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Introduction 
 
 Five years have passed since Helen R. Tibbo and Lokman I. Meho created a study 
to determine how well six Web search engines performed in retrieving specific finding 
aids mounted electronically on the World Wide Web. In 2000, many primary resource 
repositories were just beginning to make forays online and extrapolations from Tibbo and 
Meho’s research suggested that 92% of North America’s archival and manuscript 
institutions at that time had a Web presence largely administrative in nature. Their Web 
sites provided general descriptions of an institution’s holdings, hours of operation, 
contact information, and access policies, yet did not provide public access to detailed 
finding aids which could prove vital and convenient to researchers outside the proximity 
of the institution’s physical location. At that time, only 8% of North America’s archival 
and manuscript institutions had the resources and expertise to mount electronic finding 
aids on the World Wide Web therefore providing remote, full text access to anyone in the 
world with a Web connection. Those particular institutions, technically savvy enough to 
create and maintain online electronic finding aids, piqued Tibbo and Meho’s interest and 
their curiosity led them to examine just how well certain popular Web search engines 
retrieved this first generation of archival Web content. Conventional wisdom decreed that 
the mere act of making finding aids available online would be enough to attract 
researchers. After all, certainly a few keywords in a search engine would part the 
approximately one billion web pages and lead one straight to relevant primary source 
material! 
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 Fast forward five years to 2005, a time in which utilization of the World Wide 
Web has become a daily staple in tens of millions of American lives and the proliferation 
of publicly accessible web pages has increased by many billions. According to a Pew 
Internet & American Life Project chronicling search engine usage, approximately 84% of 
adult Web users, about 108 million Americans, have used search engines to help them 
find information on the Web. Only the act of sending and receiving email, with about 120 
million users, eclipses searching in popularity as a Web activity. On an average day, 
about 68 million Americans, or about 53% of Web users, will go online. More than half 
of them, over 38 million people, will use a search engine. Again, second in popularity 
only to sending or receiving email, searching is becoming a daily habit for about one-
third of all Web users. American Web users pose about 4 billion queries per month. 
(Fallows 2005) Many of these include queries reflecting the collective mood of American 
pop culture, but likewise many others include unique search terms reflecting a user’s 
personal interest or information need. Hidden in the tidal wave of unique search terms are 
the queries researchers, genealogists, historians, K-12 students, undergraduate students, 
graduate students, and information professionals pose to search engines with the hope or 
potential of connecting with information about primary source material contained in 
finding aids.  
 Tibbo and Meho’s study, “Finding Finding Aids on the World Wide Web”, has 
certainly been referenced and discussed since its publication in 2001, but the study needs 
to be re-visited to take the pulse of what’s currently taking place in a rapidly proliferating 
online environment. How many more primary source repositories have launched a Web 
presence since 2000? How many more such institutions currently have finding aids 
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online? Are today’s popular search engines better equipped to retrieve the finding aid 
needle from billions of online haystacks? What new technological developments have 
made locating and accessing electronic finding aids easier or more difficult? These are 
the questions I hope to address as I re-create the Tibbo and Meho study conducted 
approximately five years ago.   
 
Methodology 
  
 In order to most accurately re-examine the efficacy of commercial search engines’ 
ability to discover online finding aids, I carefully reconstructed the processes generated 
by Tibbo and Meho in their 2000 study. In order to locate a representative sample of 
repositories with electronic finding aids, I returned to the list of Repositories of Primary 
Resources hosted by the University of Idaho Special Collections and Archives 
Department web site. This list consists of “web sites that describe physical collections of 
rare books, manuscripts, archives, historical photographs, oral histories, or other primary 
resources. The list focuses on actual repositories; therefore virtual collections and 
exhibitions are excluded” (Abraham, 2005). Since each of the institutions on the list have 
the technical expertise to maintain a web presence, the institutions have the potential to 
likewise maintain a selection of electronic finding aids. I selected all of the institutions on 
the three lists detailing repositories in the United States and Canada: Western United 
States and Canada, Eastern United States and Canada: States and Provinces A-M, and 
Eastern United States and Canada: States and Provinces N-Z. Combining the institutions 
from all three lists resulted in a total of 2,739 repositories. Repositories were selected at 
random, based on a random number table generated at the web site Random.org, until 25 
institutions were discovered that had at least four finding aids publicly available on the 
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Web. Finding this sample of 25 repositories required me to look at the web sites of 93 
institutions.  
 In Tibbo and Meho’s 2000 study, only finding aids mounted in HTML format 
were selected for inclusion. At that point in time, HTML was the only format which was 
universally searchable in popular search engines. Finding aids encoded as SGML/EAD 
documents were excluded since SGML coding was invisible to many search engines. 
They speculated that XML/EAD encoded finding aids would likely be a useful, 
searchable format, but at that time of their study search engines were unable to 
accommodate XML. In my sampling of finding aids, HTML proved to be the most 
popular medium, but there were also finding aids in PDF format as well as XML/EAD. 
PDF files did not seem to be a format utilized by repositories at the time of Tibbo and 
Meho’s study in 2000 since there was no mention of the format in their study, but five 
years later PDF files are both utilized by repositories to mount finding aids and indexed 
by search engine web crawlers.  Due to both of these factors I chose to include PDF 
formatted finding aids in my study. I also chose to include XML/EAD encoded finding 
aids in this study since the web browser Internet Explorer (6.0 or higher) can read XML 
documents and search engines such as Google and Ask Jeeves are indexing XML 
documents.  Of the 25 institutions selected in my random sample, nineteen institutions 
utilized HTML, five institutions utilized PDF, and one institution utilized XML/EAD as 
the format for their respective electronic finding aids. 
 Having selected 25 institutions with at least four electronic finding aids, four 
finding aids were chosen at random from each repository (see Appendix A). Tibbo and 
Meho’s criteria for defining what constitutes a finding aid served as guidance. Each 
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finding aid chosen for this study had to have at least five of the six elements of a finding 
aid: “title, inclusive dates, extent of cubic feet of the collection, scope and contents note, 
biographical of historical note, and a statement about arrangement” (Tibbo and Meho, 
2001, p. 66). This ensured that all of the finding aids conformed to a minimum, similar 
structure and conformed to a rough standard of homogeneity. From the chosen finding 
aids, four phrases or key terms were selected that reflected the core content of the 
collection. The title of the collection was always one of the phrases. The remaining three 
phrases were very specific terms, such as personal names, names of publications, names 
of organizations, which would likely have a good chance of being retrieved using a 
popular search engine. Examples of selected phrases include: “Dead Metaphor Press,” 
“Pitner Road Landfill Studies,” Royal Grain Inquiry Commission,” “Ethel Lord 
Cunningham,” and “Ausable Granite Works.”  Having selected four phrases from each of 
the 100 finding aids selected resulted in a list of 400 terms to test as queries in search 
engines.  
 Once all of the terms from the finding aids were selected, six search engines were 
chosen to enter the search terms: Google, Yahoo! Search, MSN Search, AOL Search, 
Excite, and Ask Jeeves. These six search engines were chosen based on a study 
performed by the web site Search Engine Watch which ranked the most popular search 
engines in 2004. These search engines were the six most popular based on user traffic 
data and are listed above in order from first to sixth, Google to Ask Jeeves. Most likely, 
due to brand recognition and reputation, a person searching for archival material would 
employ the services of at least one of these particular search engines. The choices also 
provide an opportunity to see how each search engine’s proprietary algorithms as well as 
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the varying size of indexed web pages compares. While search engines retrieve and index 
only a relatively small percentage of the tens of billions of web pages, the amount of 
pages indexed is still enormous. Google recently announced that their indexed page total 
was approximately 8 billion, MSN Search indexes 5 billion, Yahoo! Search is estimated 
to index 4 billion, and Ask Jeeves indexes about 2.3 billion pages (Fallows, 2005). Only 
two search engines, Google and Excite, overlap on my study and Tibbo and Meho’s 2000 
study lending credence to their assertion that today’s popular performers may be 
tomorrow’s runners-up and that archivists must stay current on new search engines as 
they appear.   
 Each of the 400 search terms was entered into the six search engines twice, once 
as a phrase and once as words, exactly how it appeared in the finding aid. While the 
respective search engines said that capitalization can be ignored, the terms with proper 
nouns were still entered with the capitalization intact. Phrase searching denotes that a 
string of terms will only be retrieved if they appear in the exact order as entered by the 
searcher. For instance, one of the search terms selected from a finding aid was “Magnolia 
Oil Jubilee”. In a phrase search, the string of words would only be retrieved if it exists in 
that exact order on a web page. Google, Yahoo! Search, MSN Search, and AOL Search 
facilitate phrase searching by placing quotation marks around the terms. Excite and Ask 
Jeeves don’t provide information specifying whether quotation marks enable a phrase 
search to take place, but they do offer “the exact phrase” option in their advanced search 
modes which was utilized for phrase searching. Many naïve or inexperienced search 
engine users may not be aware of the phrase search’s ability to increase search precision, 
but this part of the study serves to provide a best case scenario to retrieving a known 
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phrase to illuminate whether search engines are even capable of retrieving known phrases 
highly ranked in retrieval sets.  
 Word searching retrieves web pages if all of the search words appear, but the 
words can appear separately anywhere on the page. For the search string “Magnolia Oil 
Jubilee”, as long as each of the three words appears on a web page, regardless of 
proximity to one another, the web page will be in the retrieval set. Google, Yahoo! 
Search, MSN Search, and AOL Search have a default Boolean AND function for word 
searching. The phrases were entered into the search engines without any quotation marks 
or Boolean modifiers. Excite and Ask Jeeves did not specify whether there was a default 
Boolean AND or OR treatment to word phrases, but there was an “All of these words” 
function in their advanced search mode which was utilized for the word searches in this 
study. Simple word phrases are an attempt to recreate search engine queries initiated by 
researchers who may by naïve or inexperienced searchers. Lucas and Topi state that 
“prior to the introduction and widespread use of Web search engines, users of 
information retrieval systems were trained, dedicated searchers. This profile no longer 
fits the average user of Web search engines, as evidenced by the poor query formation 
skills of the participants in this study“ (2002, p. 105). While the terms I’ve chosen from 
the finding aids may be unrealistic word choices for a naïve searcher, the unstructured 
phrases simply relying on the application of a search engine’s default Boolean AND 
function to a short string of words typifies the search strategy of a large number of search 
engine users.  This study is designed, as was Tibbo and Meho’s, to give the search 
engines every opportunity to retrieve the finding aids. 
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 Yet, it isn’t enough for search engines to simply retrieve pages including the 
terms included in the query. The average searcher has limited patience to scroll through 
page after page of web sites retrieved by search engines, so ranking plays a critical role in 
whether the sought after material appears at the top of the retrieval set. Several studies 
involving search engine retrieval behavior by searchers support the importance of 
material appearing in the first two to three pages. Spink, Jansen, and Bateman stated that 
“users (on average) ask short queries and that they view two to three pages of the results” 
(2003, p. 117); Bernardo Huberman noted “the average number of pages observed [by 
search engine users] was almost three” (1998, p. 96); Zhang and Dimitroff found that 
“most users usually examine only the top 10 websites in a search engine results list and 
only 1% of users check beyond the first page of a search engine results list (“Impact of 
Webpage Content”, 2005, p. 665); and Feldman and Liddy concluded that “if you haven’t 
found the information you seek in the first 30 or so documents then change the query or 
change the search engine” (2004, p. 72). Tibbo and Meho speculated that a typical search 
engine user wouldn’t look further than the first 30 items retrieved from a search query, 
and I utilized the identical parameters when seeking finding aids in my study. Only 
finding aids discovered in the first thirty items of a search engine retrieval set were 
counted, and its ranking of 1 to 30 was tallied. 
 
Findings 
  
 According to the information provided by the University of Idaho’s list of 
Repositories of Primary Sources, approximately 2800 primary source repositories in 
North America have a web presence. Extrapolating from my data, approximately 27% or 
740 of the repositories have mounted a significant number of full electronic finding aids 
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by March 2005. This is a substantial increase from Tibbo and Meho’s findings in 2000 
revealing only 8% or 160 institutions having mounted a significant amount of full, online 
finding aids. The only other reference I discovered to the amount of electronic finding 
aids hosted by primary resources was an aside comment by Christina J. Hostetter in her 
article discussing the practicality of online finding aids. She said “the results of my 
survey seem to show an increase in this number [of electronic finding aids] since the 
Tibbo/Meho survey was conducted” (Hostetter 2004, p. 119), but she doesn’t seem to 
disclose any hard numbers about the amount of finding aids available on the World Wide 
Web. I discovered in the past five years that the total number of primary source 
repositories has increased by 39% from 1974 to 2739, and more importantly, the number 
of institutions with a number of full finding aids available on the Web has increased  
363%, from 160 to 740. Whereas five years ago primary source repository web sites 
tended mainly to provide general descriptions of the institution, today’s institutions seem 
to have much more archival content available for the public to utilize.   
 Five years have passed since Tibbo and Meho conducted their study of how well 
search engines retrieved finding aids based on terms taken from actual electronic finding 
aids hosted at primary source repository Web sites and much has changed, most notably 
the explosion of publicly indexable Web pages available to search engine crawlers. 
Several billion more Web pages exist online now versus five years ago, yet one can be 
encouraged by my study’s results which suggest that despite the mercurial expansion of 
Web pages for search engines to index, retrieval of electronic finding aids is significantly 
better than in 2000. Also of note is confirmation of the general trend detailed in 2000 of 
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phrase searching outperforming word searching, although there were a couple of 
anomalies regarding phrase searching on collection titles which will be discussed later.   
 Regarding all the phrase searches using either the collection title or terms from 
the finding aid, Excite retrieved the finding aid 73% of the time, Google 68%, AOL 
Search 66%, Ask Jeeves 61%, Yahoo! Search 59%, and MSN Search 56% of the time. 
Five years ago, Fast Search located the finding aid 65% of the time, Google 59%, 
Northern Light 56%, Alta Vista 52%, Excite 31%, and Hotbot 17% of the time. Several 
aspects of comparing the results from 2005 and 2000 warrant comment, although most 
notable to me was the increase in retrieval percentage displayed by Excite: jumping from 
a lowly 31% in 2000 to first place in 2005 with 73% retrieval. The disparity in percentage 
between first and sixth was much tighter in 2005 (14%) than in 2000 (48%). Not only are 
the 2005 results more tightly clustered among the various search engines, but the overall 
average retrieval percentage is also much higher in 2005 (64%) than in 2000 (47%). 
Word searches in 2005 performed worse than phrase searches, but there didn’t seem to be 
such a precipitous drop in performance between the two as there was in 2000. Google 
retrieved 61% of the finding aids, AOL Search retrieved 58%, Excite followed at 57%, 
Ask Jeeves retrieved 56%, Yahoo! Search retrieved 41%, and MSN Search wavered 
significantly, dropping from 56% to 26%. Five years ago, Google and Northern Light 
retrieved 49%, Fast Search retrieved 34%, Alta Vista 30%, Excite 25%, and Hotbot 
retrieved only 15%. Again, Excite improved significantly from 25% in 2000 to 57% in 
2005. The disparity in retrieval percentage between first and sixth was nearly identical in 
2005 (35%) as 2000 (34%), but overall the average retrieval percentage was much better 
in 2005 (50%) than in 2000 (34%). Notably, the average retrieval percentage for word 
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searches in 2005 (50%) was actually higher than the average retrieval percentage for 
phrase searches in 2000 (47%). These results are displayed in Table 1, with the 2000 data 
located in 1a and the 2005 data located in 1b.  
 
Table 1: Number and Percentage of Items Retrieved Searching 
for Titles and Other Terms* (N=400) 
     
Table 1a: February 2000 Results by Helen R. Tibbo and Lokman I. Meho 
 Phrase Search Keyword Search 
Search Engine # % # % 
Alta Vista 206 52 118 30 
Excite 125 31 98 25 
Fast Search 261 65 135 34 
Google 237 59 197 49 
Hotbot 66 17 60 15 
Northern Light 223 56 196 49 
     
Table 1b: March 2005 Results by Peter Hymas   
 Phrase Search Keyword Search 
Search Engine # % # % 
AOL 262 66 231 58 
Ask Jeeves 244 61 222 56 
Excite 290 73 227 57 
Google 273 68 242 61 
MSN 222 56 105 26 
Yahoo 234 59 164 41 
     
*Results are based on the top 30 retrieved items                                                        
 
 Just as Tibbo and Meho discovered in 2000, when search engine queries for 
collection titles alone without any other search terms from the finding aid were analyzed, 
the retrieval percentages increased dramatically in 2005. These results are displayed in 
Table 2, with the 2000 data located in 2a and the 2005 data located in 2b. When using 
phrase searches, Excite retrieves an astounding 96% of the collection titles, Google finds 
87%, Ask Jeeves 85%, AOL Search and Yahoo! Search both find 84%, and MSN Search 
retrieves 83%.  Five years ago, Fast Search retrieved 87% of the collection descriptions, 
Google 76%, Northern Light 75%, Alta Vista 71%, Excite 49%, and Hotbot found 34% 
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of the finding aids. Again, just as in Table 1, Excite’s performance increased dramatically 
from 49% retrieval in 2000 to 96% retrieval in 2005.  The disparity in percentage 
between first and sixth continues to be much tighter in 2005 (13%) than in 2000 (53%), 
just as the results were in Table 1 for title and other term queries. Not only are the 2005 
results more tightly clustered among the various search engines for title phrase searches, 
but the overall average retrieval percentage is also much higher in 2005 (87%) than in 
2000 (65%). Word searches for titles only follow a similar trend as in Table 1: the 
retrieval results aren’t quite as good as the phrase searches, but the title only word 
searches score significantly higher retrieval percentages than word searches for titles and 
other terms combined together. Excite retrieved 92% of the collection titles, Google 
retrieved 90%, AOL Search 89%, Ask Jeeves 85%, Yahoo! Search 79%, and MSN 
Search found 59% of the finding aids. All of these percentages are roughly 30% higher 
than their respective retrieval percentages for word searches of titles and other terms in 
Table 1. Five years ago, Google retrieved 72% of the finding aids, Fast Search and 
Northern Light both found 69%, Alta Vista 53%, Excite 40%, and Hotbot 32%. Excite 
made another dramatic jump from 2000 to 2005, increasing from 40% to 92% retrieval. 
Google also improved significantly, from 72% in 2000 to 90% retrieval in 2005. The 
overall retrieval percentage of the search engines also made strides from 2000 to 2005, 
improving from 56% to 82%. 
 When using the top four search engines in 2005 for title only searches (Excite, 
Google, AOL Search, and Ask Jeeves), the percentage of retrieval for both phrase 
searches and keyword searches are high without being substantially different (the largest 
disparity in retrieval percentage is 5%). This may suggest that for searchers looking for 
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specific collections one may still retrieve the desired collection without a perfect match in 
the title. The retrieval precision for title phrase searching is extremely high, but as Tibbo 
and Meho suggest in their study, it is unlikely that researchers will be armed with the 
exact title of the collections they’re seeking. If a researcher utilizes a phrase search and 
doesn’t retrieve the desired collection, he should probably try repeating the search as a 
word search. If the search terms are not in the correct order (perhaps searching for a 
collection of multiple families) or if a term or two is absent or extraneous, the retrieval 
results suggest that the algorithms for these particular search engines may still very well 
retrieve the collection in question.  
 
 
Table 2: Percentage of Items Using Titles Only* (N=100) 
   
Table 2a: February 2000 Results by Helen R. Tibbo and Lokman I. Meho 
Search Engine Phrase Search Keyword Search 
Alta Vista 71 53 
Excite 49 40 
Fast Search 87 69 
Google 76 72 
Hotbot 34 32 
Northern Light 75 69 
   
Table 2b: March 2005 Results by Peter Hymas  
Search Engine Phrase Search Keyword Search 
AOL 84 89 
Ask Jeeves 85 85 
Excite 96 92 
Google 87 90 
MSN 83 59 
Yahoo 84 79 
   
*Results are based on the top 30 retrieved items                                                     
 
 
 Researchers utilizing search engines for retrieval of archival material should be 
aware of the disparities in indexing of web pages between the various search engines. 
Lawrence and Giles (as cited by Margaret R. Garnsey, 2002, p. 19) estimated “the 
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overlap of the top six search engines to be around 60% . Gordon and Pathak (as cited by 
Garnsey, 2002, p. 19) found 93% of the top-ranked documents were retrieved by only 
one of the eight search engines they were using”. Users of search engines “need to be 
made aware that, in order to get adequate results for some types of research, several 
search engines should be used” (Garnsey, 2002,  p. 19). With this in mind, retrieval sets 
were compared using SPSS to determine which search engines worked best in 
combination. As Table 3 shows, the best combination of search engines utilizing both 
titles and other terms for retrieval of finding aids is Ask Jeeves-Google, which retrieved 
77% of the items. Several other combinations scored nearly as well: AOL Search-Ask 
Jeeves, Excite-Google, Excite-MSN Search, and Excite-Yahoo! Search all retrieved 76% 
of the items. Five years ago, three combinations stood out in this category: Alta Vista-
Google retrieved 78%, Fast Search-Google 77%, and Alta Vista-Fast Search found 76% 
of the items. Notably, this is the only instance  
 
Table 3: Union of Phrase Searches Using Titles and Keywords Percentage 
of Finding Aids Retrieved 
       
Table 3a: February 2000 Results by Helen R. Tibbo and Lokman I. Meho  
Search Engine 
Alta 
Vista Excite 
Fast 
Search Google Hotbot 
Northern 
Light 
Alta Vista 52 63 76 78 56 70 
Excite  31 70 68 38 65 
Fast Search   65 77 66 71 
Google    59 69 74 
Hotbot     17 58 
Northern Light           56 
       
Table 3b: March 2005 Results by Peter Hymas    
Search Engine AOL 
Ask 
Jeeves Excite Google MSN Yahoo 
AOL 66 76 75 69 74 73 
Ask Jeeves  61 74 77 72 73 
Excite   73 76 76 76 
Google    68 75 74 
MSN     56 71 
Yahoo           59 
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where search engines from Tibbo and Meho’s study five years ago performed better than 
the current search engines of 2005. While the search engines retrieval results from 2005, 
displayed in Tables 1 and 2, showed significant improvement over the retrieval 
percentages of 2000, it’s interesting to note that when combined together their results at 
the upper end were very similar to the retrieval combination percentages of five years 
ago. This seems to suggest that the current crop of search engines may have much more 
overlap in their indexing when compared to search engines studied in 2000. Even though 
the current crop of search engines did not exceed the percentage achieved five years ago, 
it is still a noteworthy feat to attain similar retrieval percentages despite the addition of 
several billion more web pages in the respective search engine indexes. 
When search engines are combined to find perform phrase searches for titles only, 
several combinations return an extremely high retrieval percentage of 96%: Excite-Ask 
Jeeves, Excite-Google, Excite-MSN Search, and Excite-Yahoo! Search. The common 
denominator for all of these search engine combinations is Excite, and notably Excite 
performed equally as well (96% retrieval) on its own. Five years ago, the winning search 
engine combination in this category performed nearly as well, with Google-Alta Vista 
and Google-Fast Search attaining 95% retrieval of title only phrase searches. See Table 4 
for the complete data of the 2000 (4a) and 2005 (4b) search engine combinations. While 
overall the results from 2005 had a tighter range of retrieval percentages, with all but one 
of the combinations at least retrieving 90% of the finding aids, the winning combinations 
from 2005 and 2000 performed virtually identically. More finding aid combinations in 
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2005 will return very good retrieval results (90+%) than in 2000, but the best 
combinations of 2005 don’t offer much of an advantage when compared to 2000. 
 
Table 4: Union of Phrase Searches Using Titles Only Percentage of 
Finding Aids Retrieved 
       
Table 4a: February 2000 Results by Helen R. Tibbo and Lokman I. Meho  
Search Engine 
Alta 
Vista Excite 
Fast 
Search Google Hotbot 
Northern 
Light 
Alta Vista 71 85 93 95 76 87 
Excite  49 91 83 61 87 
Fast Search   87 95 88 90 
Google    76 89 93 
Hotbot     34 79 
Northern Light           75 
       
Table 4b: March 2005 Results by Peter Hymas    
Search Engine AOL 
Ask 
Jeeves Excite Google MSN Yahoo 
AOL 84 94 96 87 92 90 
Ask Jeeves  85 96 95 91 95 
Excite   96 96 96 96 
Google    87 92 90 
MSN     83 90 
Yahoo           84 
 
Table 5: Union of Keyword Searches Using Titles and Keywords 
Percentage of Finding Aids Retrieved 
       
Table 5a: February 2000 Results by Helen R. Tibbo and Lokman I. Meho  
Search Engine 
Alta 
Vista Excite 
Fast 
Search Google Hotbot 
Northern 
Light 
Alta Vista 30 43 46 59 37 57 
Excite  25 42 57 33 57 
Fast Search   34 57 39 57 
Google    49 57 66 
Hotbot     15 54 
Northern Light           49 
       
 
Table 5b: March 2005 Results by Peter Hymas    
Search Engine AOL 
Ask 
Jeeves Excite Google MSN Yahoo 
AOL 58 69 64 61 61 62 
Ask Jeeves  56 66 69 61 62 
Excite   57 68 61 59 
Google    61 63 65 
MSN     26 49 
Yahoo           41 
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Table 5 shows the combinations of search engines regarding word searches of 
titles and keywords. The combination of Ask Jeeves-Google produced a retrieval 
percentage of 69%, while in 2000 the best combination of search engines was Google-
Northern Light at 66%. This table also shows a similar trend as previous union tables: 
while the best retrieval percentages from each study are very close, there is a much 
tighter array of retrieval percentages close to the best retrieval percentage in 2005 as 
compared to 2000. In 2005, thirteen of the fifteen combinations exceeded a 60% retrieval 
rate, while in 2000 only one combination exceeded 60% retrieval.  
Table 6 shows the combinations of search engines regarding word searches of the 
title only. The combination of Ask Jeeves-Google produced a retrieval percentage of 
96%, while in 2000 the best combination of search engines was Google-Northern Light at 
89%. This table is perhaps the best example of the similar trend of previous union tables:  
 
Table 6: Union of Keyword Searches Using Titles Only Percentage of 
Finding Aids Retrieved 
       
Table 6a: February 2000 Results by Helen R. Tibbo and Lokman I. Meho  
Search Engine 
Alta 
Vista Excite 
Fast 
Search Google Hotbot 
Northern 
Light 
Alta Vista 53 70 81 82 67 78 
Excite  40 75 80 55 78 
Fast Search   69 84 76 85 
Google    72 85 89 
Hotbot     32 77 
Northern Light           69 
       
Table 6b: March 2005 Results by Peter Hymas    
Search Engine AOL 
Ask 
Jeeves Excite Google MSN Yahoo 
AOL 89 95 94 90 91 93 
Ask Jeeves  85 94 96 91 95 
Excite   92 95 93 93 
Google    90 92 93 
MSN     59 88 
Yahoo           79 
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while the best retrieval percentages from each study are close, there is a much tighter 
array of retrieval percentages close to the best retrieval percentage in 2005 as compared 
to 2000. In 2005, fourteen of the fifteen combinations exceeded a 90% retrieval rate, 
while in 2000 none of the combinations exceeded a 90% retrieval rate. 
 As noted previously, studies have shown that the average user of a search engine 
is likely only to peruse the first two-three pages of the hundreds (if not thousands) of 
pages returned to the researcher in response to a query. Depending on the search engine, 
this means that perhaps only the top 20-30 items retrieved will be reviewed by a  
 
 
Table 7: Rank of Items Retrieved in Phrase Searches           
                
Table 7a: February 2000 Results by Helen R. Tibbo and Lokman I. Meho    
  Top 1    
Top 
5    
Top 
10    
Top 
20    
Top 
30  
Search 
Engine # %* %‡ # %* %‡ # %* %‡ # %* %‡ # %* %‡ 
Alta Vista 109 27 53 175 44 85 187 47 91 198 50 96 206 52 100 
Excite 85 21 68 113 28 90 119 30 95 125 31 100 125 31 100 
Fast Search 167 42 64 224 56 86 235 59 90 248 62 95 261 65 100 
Google 156 39 66 199 50 84 215 54 91 225 56 95 237 59 100 
Hotbot 41 10 62 64 16 97 65 16 98 66 17 100 66 15 100 
Northern 
Light 134 34 60 192 48 86 210 53 94 214 54 96 223 56 100 
*Percentage of original 400 finding aids.           
‡ Percentage of finding aids retrieved in top 30 items for search engine.     
                
Table 7b: March 2005 Results by Peter Hymas         
  Top 1    
Top 
5    
Top 
10    
Top 
20    
Top 
30  
Search 
Engine # %* %‡ # %* %‡ # %* %‡ # %* %‡ # %* %‡ 
AOL 203 51 78 241 60 92 250 63 95 258 65 99 262 66 100 
Ask Jeeves 171 43 70 217 54 89 232 58 95 241 60 99 244 61 100 
Excite 201 50 69 253 63 87 275 69 95 289 72 99 290 73 100 
Google 209 52 77 245 61 90 256 64 94 265 66 97 273 68 100 
MSN 164 41 74 205 51 92 217 54 97 222 56 100 222 56 100 
Yahoo 175 44 75 213 53 91 221 55 94 227 57 97 234 59 100 
*Percentage of original 400 finding aids.           
‡ Percentage of finding aids retrieved in top 30 items for search engine.     
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researcher which makes it paramount that a repository’s finding aid manages to crack this 
coveted top 30 window of opportunity. Table 7 provides complete details regarding the 
rank of retrieved items from the phrase searches. Five years ago, 91% of the items 
retrieved in Alta Vista, 95% in Excite, 90% in Fast Search, 91% in Google, 98% in 
Hotbot, and 94% in Northern Light were returned in the first ten items of the retrieval set. 
In 2005, the performance on average was even better with 95% of the items retrieved in 
AOL Search, 95% in Ask Jeeves, 95% in Excite, 94% in Google, 97% in MSN Search, 
and 94% in Yahoo! Search were returned in the first ten items of the retrieval set. 
Examining the retrieval percentages for phrase searches which successfully returned the 
 
 
Table 8: Rank of Items Retrieved in Keyword Searches         
                
Table 8a: February 2000 Results by Helen R. Tibbo and Lokman I. Meho    
  Top 1    
Top 
5    
Top 
10    
Top 
20    
Top 
30  
Search 
Engine # %* %‡ # %* %‡ # %* %‡ # %* %‡ # %* %‡ 
Alta Vista 65 16 55 89 22 75 92 23 78 105 26 89 118 30 100 
Excite 60 15 61 84 21 86 86 22 88 98 25 98 98 25 100 
Fast Search 73 18 54 107 27 79 116 29 86 124 31 92 135 34 100 
Google 114 29 58 154 39 78 175 44 89 183 46 93 197 49 100 
Hotbot 41 10 68 51 13 85 57 14 95 58 15 97 60 15 100 
Northern 
Light 129 32 87 170 43 87 178 45 91 188 47 96 196 49 100 
*Percentage of original 400 finding aids.           
‡ Percentage of finding aids retrieved in top 30 items for search engine.     
                
Table 8b: March 2005 Results by Peter Hymas         
  Top 1    
Top 
5    
Top 
10    
Top 
20    
Top 
30  
Search 
Engine # %* %‡ # %* %‡ # %* %‡ # %* %‡ # %* %‡ 
AOL 144 36 62 190 48 82 207 52 90 220 55 95 231 58 100 
Ask Jeeves 123 31 55 177 44 80 197 49 89 213 53 96 222 56 100 
Excite 88 22 39 164 41 72 204 51 90 224 56 99 227 57 100 
Google 141 35 58 194 49 80 210 53 87 229 57 95 242 61 100 
MSN 67 17 64 90 23 86 98 25 93 103 26 98 105 26 100 
Yahoo 108 27 66 147 37 90 156 39 95 162 41 99 164 41 100 
*Percentage of original 400 finding aids.           
‡ Percentage of finding aids retrieved in top 30 items for search engine.     
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desired finding aid within the top twenty items reveals that in 2000 at least 95% of the 
finding aids were discovered and in 2005 at least 97% of the finding aids were 
discovered. The data in Table 8, regarding word searches, provides similar retrieval 
percentages. Just as Tibbo and Meho noted in 2000, the retrieval data suggests that it isn’t 
necessary to browse pages beyond the top thirty retrieved items if one wants to make 
efficient use of research time.   
Discussion 
 
 Five years have passed since Tibbo and Meho’s study, and one can be encouraged 
by the appreciable increase in search engines’ abilities to retrieve finding aids within the 
first thirty items (best exemplified in the retrieval set data displayed in Tables 1 and 2). 
Despite several billion more Web pages available online since the initial study in 2000, 
search engines managed to wade through the mind bogglingly vast expanse of 
information and retrieve archival material at higher percentages. What factors can 
account for this increased precision? One step that a repository can take to ensure that 
search engine web crawlers index their finding aids is to register their site’s URL with 
various search engines. Research has shown that it is best to be pro-active and initiate 
registration rather than wait for web crawlers to stumble upon your repository’s website 
and index the website at their leisure. It is entirely possible that web crawlers may never 
visit your repository’s website, particularly if it’s new, not established, or has few 
referring links to steer a web crawler to it. While I don’t have any information regarding 
whether the repositories in my study have registered their websites with search engines, 
one repository in particular (University of the South’s Jessie Ball duPont Library 
Archives and Special Collections) may be currently unvisited by any search engine’s web 
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crawlers. Of all the twenty five repositories in my study, this particular institution was the 
only one which garnered absolutely no hits on any of the four finding aids I selected from 
their website. Each of the twenty five repositories in the study required 192 queries to test 
each of the 16 phrases in six search engines both as a phrase search and a word search. It 
was stunning to see each of the University of the South’s 192 queries return zero hits 
within the first 30 items, even among the rather high retrieval percentage of collection 
title phrase searching. 
 I came across several studies detailing how retrieval of web pages by search 
engines was enhanced by the addition of Dublin Core tags (particularly the subject field) 
(Zhang and Dimitroff, 2003) and in the absence of Dublin Core, utilization of HTML 
meta tags (particularly title, description, and subject) also improved the retrieval ranking 
of web pages  (Zhang and Dimitroff 2004, Part I and II). Tibbo and Meho’s study 
mentioned that only one of their twenty five primary source repositories utilized any type 
of metatags, so I was curious if metatags could account for the better retrieval 
performance of the finding aids in my study. Upon examining each of the repository’s 
finding aids for metatags it seems that not much progress has been made in five years and 
that there’s definitely room for improvement: six of the repositories had no metatags at 
all, eleven of the repositories only had an HTML metatag for the title of the collection, 
six of the repositories had HTML metatags for title, description, and keywords, and two 
repositories utilized Dublin Core. One institution which made the effort to include HTML 
title, description, and keyword metatags displayed a lack of understanding of the 
metatags’ purpose, or at least wantonly utilized the cut and paste function without close 
editorial supervision. All of this particular institution’s titles were correct for the 
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respective finding aids, but the description and keywords were for another department of 
the library. It appeared that the special collections department, at least for the four finding 
aids I looked at, cut and pasted the HTML metatags from the collection development 
department and neglected to alter the description and keywords. So, the title was correct 
for the each finding aid, but the description and keywords for each finding aid still 
referenced the collection development department. Despite this metatag gaffe, the search 
engines still seemed to retrieve the finding aid at a rate consistent with other HTML 
encoded finding aids with proper metatags.  
While my study included finding aids available electronically as PDF documents 
or XML/EAD documents (formats which were not part of the 2000 study) since current 
literature suggested that these formats are being indexed along with HTML pages, several 
anomalies appeared in my data which deserve mention. In Table 2a, the word search 
retrieval percentages using titles only retrieved by AOL Search and Google defied 
expectations and actually had a higher retrieval percentage than their respective phrase 
searches. Upon reviewing my data, this unexpected result can be attributed solely to AOL 
Search’s and Google’s handling of PDF formatted finding aids. Further research revealed 
that AOL Search utilizes Google algorithms for its search engine hardware, so in reality 
this anomaly is strictly a Google issue. (Interestingly, as an aside, despite AOL Search 
utilizing Google algorithms, the retrieval percentages were not identical with Google 
always outperforming AOL Search by several percentage points. Perhaps there’s a lag in 
the trickle down technology between Google and Google licensed search engines in order 
to ensure that Google is always at the vanguard of the most recent algorithms). Two 
factors may have contributed to titles being missed as phrase searches but picked up as 
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word searches. First, according to Sherman and Price, PDF documents are not completely 
indexed by web crawlers (most stop after the first 110KB-120KB of information) (2003). 
While this is only speculation since Google and AOL Search don’t reveal details 
regarding their web crawler’s indexing protocol, PDF documents may be handled 
differently or incompletely regarding indexing. Since it’s entirely possible that the terms 
appearing in a collection’s title may appear several times early in a finding aid (therefore 
they’d be picked up within the indexing of the first 110KB-120KB), it’s possible that 
simply the repetition of the terms would weight the page for a word search, while the 
ability to find specific phrases may not be part of the indexing procedure. Second, what 
the PDF documents lack are HTML titles with the collection name as well as any meta 
tags with the collection name, factors found to be very influential in a retrieval study 
conducted by Jin Zhang and Alexandra Dimitroff (2004). If repositories increasingly turn 
to PDF documents for public access to finding aids perhaps more studies into search 
engines’ indexing of this format may be necessary.  
 Only one of the twenty five primary source repositories utilized XML/EAD 
encoding for its finding aids, and a review of the retrieval ranking data revealed an 
interesting inclination for searches incorporating the title versus searches utilizing phrases 
from within the finding aid. Both phrase and word searches utilizing the collection title 
yielded very positive results (virtually all of the finding aids were retrieved in the top five 
items by all of the search engines) while phrase and word searches utilizing phrases from 
within the finding aid yielded very few hits within the first 30 items retrieved. This seems 
to indicate some sort of anomaly in how the web crawlers treat these documents, but I 
have yet to uncover any explanation accounting for the discrepancies in retrieval 
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regarding titles and phrases within XML documents. Several sources flatly stated that 
web crawlers, particularly Google and Yahoo, can index XML documents without any 
additional insight into the mechanisms of indexing. With increasing acceptance of 
XML/EAD encoded finding aids within the archival community, this, too, may be an 
issue worth further study in order to best understand how well this format is retrieved in 
search engines. 
 Two of the search engines, Google and Excite, appeared in both Tibbo and 
Meho’s 2000 study as well as my 2005 study which provides an opportunity to gauge 
their progress over a five year span. Google was relatively new in 2000 incorporating a 
unique algorithm employing site popularity, but it didn’t have a proven track record yet. 
Excite seemed to be an established search engine by 2000. Google performed well in 
2000 with retrieval results at the top or near the top for most searches while Excite’s 
performance was rather underwhelming, always in the lower half well behind Google and 
Northern Light. Five years later, Google was performing even better having exceeded its 
retrieval percentages in every area of phrase and word searching. However, the bigger 
surprise was seeing how much better Excite performed in 2005 after its poor showing 
five years earlier. The results in Tables 1 and 2 show dramatic improvement with Excite 
having the best retrieval percentages of any search engine on 3 of the 4 listings. What can 
account for this dramatic increase in retrieval performance? With Google, I believe it’s a 
matter of improved algorithms. Google was already performing well in 2005 and rapidly 
became the most popular of all online search engines. Google’s algorithms involving site 
popularity were unlike any other company’s approach, they committed to indexing more 
of the World Wide Web than any other search engine, and their presence in popular 
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culture is so entrenched that Google, for many people, is synonymous with searching 
online. Excite’s turnaround may have to do with a two-tiered transformation. First, 
examining Excite’s previous World Wide Web history on the Wayback Machine revealed 
that Excite changed from a search engine to a meta-search engine in 2002. When Tibbo 
and Meho conducted their study in 2000, Excite was relying on its own algorithms to 
power its search engine. As an aside, I came across a disparaging comment regarding 
Excite’s search capabilities in a 1999 journal article authored by Kathleen Feeney. She 
was conducting a study to determine how well search engines retrieved electronic finding 
aids hosted by the Southern Historical Collection at the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill. Excite was initially one of the search engines she chose for her study, but 
Excite had to be eliminated due to the fact that of the several search engines being 
utilized, Excite failed to index any of the Southern Historical Collection’s finding aids. 
(Feeney 1999). The scope of Excite’s search domain could be another factor in its poor 
performance. From 2002 onwards, Excite incorporated the search capabilities of multiple 
search engines, most notably Google. Second, in 2004 Excite was purchased by Ask 
Jeeves. I couldn’t discover any information regarding additional changes to Excite’s 
search capabilities, but I did notice that Excite now touts that it’s meta-search function 
shares the capabilities of Google, Yahoo! Search, and Ask Jeeves in one package.  
 The efficacy of meta-search engines has been the subject of some debate over the 
years in archival and information retrieval literature. Tibbo and Meho, in their 2000 
study, do not advocate the use of meta-search engines due to several factors: lack of 
control over which search engines are utilized, retrieval of only the few highest ranked 
hits from each individual search engine, the potential of having queries timing out in 
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search engines, and the inability to maximize the unique characteristics of a given search 
engine. Margaret Garnsey, in 2002, advocates the use of meta-search engines stating 
“they should often be the engine of first resort for Web searches” (Garnsey, 2002, p. 19), 
although she late does qualify her enthusiasm with statements similar to Tibbo and Meho. 
Based on the results of my study and the high retrieval percentages achieved by the meta-
search engine Excite, it may warrant a re-examination and further study of meta-search 
engines’ place in the researcher’s repertoire of search tools.  
Archivists have previously conducted user studies involving finding aids, yet the 
archivists’ predominant focus has addressed the difficulties of users engaging with 
finding aids. Elizabeth Yakel has conducted interviews and research involving human 
information interaction of users with primary source materials and her concept of the 
user/archivist dynamic is worth noting: 
“It is in finding aids that users’ representations of archives meet archivists’ 
representations of collections. If these two cognitive representations intersect 
enough, the user is able to locate and utilize the archives and to identify primary 
sources that may hold the answer to his or her inquiry. If these representations 
diverge, the access tools are useless for the researcher. Creating finding aids that 
are true boundary objects is key” (Yakel, 2002, p. 122). 
 
Yakel’s statement highlights the two part process of seeking primary source materials, 
locating and utilizing the archives. While archival user studies have certainly addressed 
the utilization of finding aids, the process of locating finding aids (particularly through 
World Wide Web search engines) is rather underrepresented in the archival literature. 
 While the demonstrated ability of search engines to discover finding aids hosted 
electronically at primary source repositories is a cause for optimism, one must remember 
that this study is still a representation of a controlled, best case scenario. Particularly 
unique search terms were taken from finding aids with the hope that such specific phrases 
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would be retrieved by search engines. Nonetheless, the potential for high retrieval 
percentages of electronic finding aids through the utilization of search engines should 
help to allay any questions regarding an institution’s commitment of resources for the 
creation and maintenance of online finding aids. Potential patrons of primary resource 
institutions, particularly experienced searchers, should locate relevant finding aids with 
encouraging frequency. While the findings in this study suggest that search engines have 
improved in their ability to retrieve finding aids in the five year interim between studies, 
it may be time to investigate the phrase choices and search engine strategies of real 
researchers with real information needs that may be answered within primary source 
material. Researchers need to understand the importance of phrase searches and using 
search engines as a proven combination to retrieve online finding aids. Likewise, 
archivists need to understand the intricacies of finding aid structure and how their Web 
pages are indexed by search engines in order to maximize retrieval and facilitate access to 
primary source material.   
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Appendix A: Random Sample of Repositories of Primary Resources and Randomly 
Selected Collections From Each Repository 
 
California State University, Fresno Special Collections Library 
 Jack Fortner Papers 
 University Religious Center Records 
 Arthur Berdahl Papers 
 Harold Haak Papers 
Clemson University Special Collections 
 Thomas Green Clemson Papers 
 Rudolph Edward Lee Papers 
 Robert Franklin Poole Papers 
 T. Wilbur Thornhill Papers 
Georgetown University Libraries Special Collections 
 Stephen and Susan Decatur Papers 
 Charles Guiteau Collection 
 Huie, Reid and Company Collection 
 Rev. Joseph Mosley, SJ Papers 
The Interchurch Center Library Special Collections 
 Archive on Missions Societies 
 Archive on the Faith and Order Movement 
 Archive on the Life and Work Movement 
 Archive on the Interchurch World Movement 
Kennesaw State University Bentley Special Collections 
 Blair Papers 
 Papers Of Dr. Phillip L. Secrist 
 Atkinson-Floyd Papers 
 Cole Papers 
McMaster University Health Science Library Archives 
 Dr. John R. Evans Subfonds 
 Dr. J. Fraser Mustard Subfonds 
 Dr. William B. Spaulding Subfonds 
 Oral History Collection in the History of Medicine Subfonds 
McMaster University William Ready Division of Archives and Research 
Collections 
 Adrian Grant Duff fonds 
 Duncan Alexander MacGibbon fonds 
 Ella Julia Reynolds fonds 
 Dodd, Mead, and Company fonds 
Northwestern University McCormick Library of Special Collections 
 Laura Riding (Jackson) Collection 
 Chicago Commission on Women's Affairs 
 General Seeger Production Archive 
 Friedrich Ernst Auhagen Collection 
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Ouachita Baptist University Special Collections 
 Thase Daniel Collection 
 Arkadelphia DAR Collection 
 Center for Rural Studies Collection 
 O.C. Bailey Collection 
Rennselaer County Historical Society Archival Collection 
 United Spanish War Veterans Camp Marcus D. Russell #2 Records 
 Rensselaer County Soldiers and Sailors Monument Association Records 
 Grafton Anti-Rent Mutual Protection Association Records 
 
Second Regiment of the National Guard of the State of New York (2nd NGSNY) 
Collection 
Rice University Woodson Research Center 
 Julian Sorell Huxley papers 
 Samuel Storrow U.S. Civil War Journals 
 Ella Fondren Family Papers 
 Ralph Anderson Jr. Papers 
The Rockefeller Archive Center 
 Abby R. Mauze Papers 
 Nelson A. Rockefeller Papers 
 
Rockefeller Sanitary Commission for the Eradication of Hookworm Disease 
Records 
 Rockefeller Foundation Field Offices, Series 6.9 - Cali, Colombia 
Tennessee State University Special Collections and Archives  
 Martha M. Brown Collection 
 Frances Thompson Collection 
 Eva Cardel Lowery Bowman Collection 
 George W. Gore Collection 
Trent Valley Archives 
 Edmison family fonds 
 Howard T. Pammett fonds 
 William G. Ogilvie 
 Gerry Stephenson Canoe History fonds 
Tulane University, The Newcomb Archives 
 Darlene Olivo Collection 
 Mary Elizabeth Gehman (1943-) Collection 
 Emily Card Collection 
 Mindy Milam Collection 
University of California Santa Cruz Special Collections and Archives 
 Sewell F. Graves Photograph collection 
 Marcel Sedletzky Archive 
 Kilsoo Haan Papers 
 California Federation of Women's Clubs records 
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University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Archives 
 Harrison E. Cunningham Papers 
 Raymond Eliot Papers 
 Daniel Curley Papers 
 Martin Wagner Papers 
University of Minnesota Libraries Manuscript Division 
   Russell Roth Papers 
 Gene Gutche Papers 
 Clarence H. Johnston Papers 
 Malcolm Macdonald Willey Papers 
University of Minnesota Upper Midwest Jewish Archives 
 Talmud Torah of Minneapolis 
 National Council of Jewish Women, Minneapolis Section 
 Mount Sinai Hospital Auxiliary Collection 
 Hadassah, St. Paul Chapter Records 
University of Rhode Island Special Collections 
 P.J. Capelotti Papers 
 Rowland Gibson Hazard Papers 
 Records of the Nineteen Eighteen (1918) Club 
 Richard Wilmarth Papers 
University of the South Jessie Ball duPont Library Archives and Special 
Collections 
 A.B. Dugan Collection 
 Prentice Pugh Collection 
 Reverend Stewart McQueen, D.D. Collection 
 Leonidas Polk Papers 
University of St. Thomas Department of Special Collections 
 St. Andrew's Society of Minnesota Records 
 Patrick J. Hill Papers 
 Fr. James H. Moynihan Papers 
 James Shannon Papers 
University of Texas at San Antonio Archival and Manuscripts Collection 
 David Bowen/Corona Publishing Company Collection Papers 
 John Kight Transportation Collection Papers 
 William and Fay Sinkin Papers 
 Bexar County Women's Bar Association Records 
University of Texas-El Paso C. L. Sonnichsen Special Collections Department  
 Jonathan R. Cunningham Collection 
 J. Carl Hertzog Papers 
 Otto H. Thorman Records 
 Joseph M. Ray Papers 
Victoria University Library Special Collections 
 Frederic Newton Gisborne Fonds 
 Helen Kemp Frye Fonds 
 Bliss Carman Fonds 
 Lawrence Johnston Burpee fonds 
 34
 
